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From a serial killer's yard sale to a hoarder's hideous secret. From a cartoon character made real to a man
addicted to car accidents. From a bloody Halloween to child murder as a means for saving the world. The
rules of normalcy and society no longer apply - you're now in a place of cruelty, terror, and things that go
bump in the night.

In Shane McKenzie's first collection - he explores the horrific, the grotesque, the perverse, and the downright
bizarre in ten short stories. Each tale includes an introduction providing insight into the creative process of
one of the hottest writers in modern horror.

This collection also features an introduction and two bonus stories from the writers/directors of Dead Hooker
in a Trunk and American Mary - the Soska Sisters!
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Most helpful customer reviews

2 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
From "The Horror Fiction Review"
By Christine
This new collection is packed with almost as much in the way of extra goodies as it is primary goodies, so
that just makes for bonus win all the way around! An intro and bonus end stories by Jen and Sylvia Soska
nicely bookend the volume.

Better yet, each story opens with a personal essay by the author to explain (or warn the reader) a bit about
what they’re getting themselves into. I love this kind of thing, peeks inside the mindspace where some of my
favorite people hang their creative hats. If nothing else, it helps make me feel better about my own muse’s
living situation!

First up, obesity! The horror, the revulsion, the shame! In the eyes of many, fatness is The Worst Thing Ever;
I remember a survey showing how many women would rather lose IQ points than gain pounds (admittedly, if
I could just weigh my IQ, I’d be happy …).

“Fat Slob” hearkens back to King’s “Thinner,” but in a much more painful, gooshy, squicktastic way. And,
like with “Thinner,” like with Wrath James White’s “Voracious,” as horrific as it is, the really evil and
insidious part is, well, wouldn’t it still be kinda tempting?



“So Much Pain, So Much Death” I’d read before in the Fresh Fear anthology, and had almost successfully
forgotten how disturbing it was … but here it is again, unsettling as ever! Maybe even more so on second
read, because all those shivers just came rushing right on back.

Ouija board mishaps, the perils of distracted driving, Halloween hijinks, sport/trophy hunting, Ed Gein
having a garage sale, dead kittens as just the tip of the hoarder iceberg, a troubled man’s unique deadly
addiction, clowns, and all manner of weirdness make their way into the mix.

And then, it’s time for the grand finale, with the “Stab the Rabbit.” Damn near everybody I’ve ever known
would agree with the first half of the intro; Jessica Rabbit defined sex-on-a-plate for an entire generation. But
then it gets twisted. Deliciously, deviantly twisted. Cartoon universes are awesome, with their own rules and
laws of physics that may or may not apply in our own … seeing them meet, in particularly unthinkable ways,
is a sick, fun-filled ride.

The same can basically be said for the whole book. Does not disappoint, especially if you’re expecting
gruesome hilarity with underlying depth, pathos and insight.

2 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Shane writes about things that most will not fear to go due to political correctness in this day and age.
By Kindle Customer
Wet and Screaming by Shane McKenzie was received direct from the publisher in exchange for this review.
Well, what can you say about Shane McKenzie and his writing? Shane writes about things that most will not
fear to go due to political correctness in this day and age. What made this collection of short stories stand out
was the prologue to each story, which gave some insight to the thought process of the writing of the story, or
not. None of the stories were too long, thus I never got dragged down by inane dialogue and none were too
short that left me feeling cheated. If you like outrageous storytelling and have a strong stomach, or you know
someone who does, certainly buy this book.

0 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Shane McKenzie knocks it out of the ballpark with this horror colleciton
By Amazon Customer
This is hands down one of my all-time favorite collections of horror short stories. "You Don't Need Eyes to
See Us" is quite possibly my favorite horror short of all time; it starts at the part in most horror films enter
their climax and drags you into a pit of terror and buries you alive. That story reminded me, in all of the best
ways, of the 1980's classic "The Gate" in its unrelenting horror unleashed on a few hapless kids.

Additional stories that jumped off the page and wrapped themselves around my brain like barbed wire
include "Ed Gein's Garage Sale," "He's Just a Baby," and "Give Me Something Good to Eat," but really,
there isn't a bad one in the bunch.

So, long story short, if you read one horror collection this year, "Wet and Screaming" is the one to choose.

See all 15 customer reviews...
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